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For every reader of the First Folio, from Sir George Greenwood and W.W. Greg to Leah 
Marcus, the Droeshout Portrait has been an unsolved puzzle, symbolic of the disturbing 
mystery, who wrote the canon of plays? Emerson considered this “the first of all literary 
questions.” 
 
Nor have we solved the riddle, “To the Reader”, on the facing page.  
 
Without an understanding of these blatant challenges, the most knowledgeable follower of 
“Shakespeare” is kept from the author and how he lived, essential to appreciating any work 
of art. 
 
The key that turns the lock opens the door.  
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Preface 
 

 
THE GEOMETRY OF THE DROESHOUT PORTRAIT 

 
The reader is encouraged to print out the Geometric Abstraction of the Droeshout Portrait 
graphics in order to follow this description. The actual dimensions of the etching are taken 
from page 259 of S. Schoenbaum’s William Shakespeare: A Documentary Life. The 
illustrations are from the excellent Yale University Press’s Facsimile Edition of the First 
Folio. 
 
In the essay the overall design behind the surface graphics of the pictured figure is assumed 
but not explained in detail.  Here I hope to explicate the unity of the diagram’s structural 
design into which the designers installed various linguistic and pictorial puns. 
 
We should bear in mind that the geometry of the pictogram may have been understood as a 
hex, spell, or intentionary prayer containing meaningful Numbers and forms by which to 
forward a dual purpose: 1) present a believable artifice, but  2) contain within or behind that 
guise the identity and magnitude of the actual author.  
 
The etching itself does not strike the eye as credible, being so odd. It confuses any attempt 
to find even one Golden Section ratio on the face. It is set on an angle. The torso is 
shrunken. The head is huge. There is no forehead. Instead there is an enormous expanse that 
manifests a round lump above where the forehead should be. The shadowing is also 
unrealistic, creating a triangular effect on the face. 
 
In effect, the Droeshout owes its significance in the First Folio to the sponsors’ brazen 
nerve, and perhaps their sense that the human psyche has an enormous capacity either to 
forget its obvious contradictions and turn the page, or else apply only half-hearted 
intelligence in the intimidating face of received thought. In either case, belief overtook 
inspection. 
 
Considering that four hundred years have passed and no one, especially no educated figure 
in the professional field, has even suspected the image as a categorical deception, indeed the 
Vere-Oxford amulet has cast a powerful protective spell. 
 
                                                          Four Circles=4-0 
 
From the sketch we can see four, i.e., punning on vier=Vere, circles, comprised of three 
four- (vier) inch and one three-inch circle. The first three specifically have diameters to 
make a secondary ‘four’-inch pun, (vier=Vere).  
 
The three-inch circle functions in another way, to signal a wider message in the pictogram.  
To Aristotelian thinking, tria sunt omnia, all good things appear in threes. The 
corresponding axiom is omne trium perfectum, whatever occurs in threes is perfect. Here the 
conceptual ‘Three’ served as a device by which to signal secret knowledge.  
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The 3” circle, additionally, joins FOUR circles from its center-point, a dot on the figure’s 
left collar panel, which looks like an ‘EO’ rectangle. The 3” circle’s four perimeter O’s are 
the eye, an O-shaped button, the moon-phase O between the lower decorative strips, and the 
nominal O nostril. Thus it creates in microcosm the 4-O concept demonstrated by the larger 
four circles: four meaning vier/Vere and 0 connoting O, for Oxford. 
 
The three right-hand-side circles, right from our perspective, form a downward axis, center-
point to center-point. That line is intersected from an imaginary line running from the lower 
4” circle’s center-point to where it crosses the 3” circles center. The combination of the 
downward and lateral axes makes an X on the 3” circle, or OX, for Oxford. Right nearby is 
an ox pictogram, i.e., the mouth of the figure turned upside down. 
 
                                                        Triangle Framing Face 
 
The Aristotelian ‘Three’ instances tell us to look for more devices. For example, empirically 
there is a hidden triangle measurable in full inches, from center-crown to the figure’s right 
collar-tip, and then across to the fartherest left dot of his shoulder panel. It is a 5” x 5” x 4” 
triangle. It frames the face of the figure and opens to a recondite 47-degree angle. 
 
                                                        Two 65-degree triangles  
 
Inquiring into the full extent of these intentional devices, we discover a critical hidden 
triangle when noting the 3” distance from the inside-left-eye to the etching print’s edge. For 
this 3” length matches the distance from the same inside-left-eye to the figure’s left collar-
point. That angle is 65 degrees, which seems intentional on its face and has symbolic 
meaning. Two 65-degree angles in a triangle make the consequent triangle-apex 50-degrees. 
‘Five’ in medieval numerology denoted a royal number, high nobility. The monarch stood 
fifth in a line of nine, occupying the Center among significant figures. The pictogram 
apparently has to do with high position and consequence. 
 
                                                    Two Conflicting Purposes                 
 
At the beginning we see that a supposed to-life portrait conflicts with an underlying set of 
intentions.  Constructing this two-purposed figure necessitated a compromise, explaining its 
visual distortion. The head had to be huge, 4” in diameter, to signal vier/Vere. The left 
shoulder sleeve had to be huge, another 4”. The third 4” circle dominated the small body 
with its long line of fourteen tunic buttons, perhaps to allude to the young Earl of Oxford 
Welbeck portrait, which had fourteen buttons too, but on a normal human frame.  
 
There are no button holes on the Droeshout figure, just embroidered loops. It is not 
naturalistic portraiture. 
 
                                                                   The Star 
 
There are however direct congruencies between the two systems, and we have seen 
triangular shapes that must have contributed. Structurally, the figure’s major points––the 
location of the eyes, the center-crown, the collar tips, the buttons––are based on whole 
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number inch-lengths that come from geometry. The lines and lengths of that half-hidden 
geometry make a heraldic star which closely resembles the five-pointed Vere mullet. 
 
                                                            Peak of the Star 
 
The star pattern’s peak is revealed by drawing lines from the figure’s center crown along 
FIVE inches on each side, ending at the right collar-tip and the farthest left dot on the left 
shoulder panel. The lateral base is FOUR inches, resulting in a 5” x 5” x 4” triangle with a 
47-degree apex. Emanating from this upper structure will be two comparable and equal 
triangular star-wings. 
 
                                                        The First Star-Wing 
 
On our right, by first noting the three-inch line from the inside-left-eye to the figure’s left 
collar-tip, we have matched it with a three-inch distance from the same point to the edge of 
the print. This equality is a clue to intentionality. The angle the two lines form at the eye is 
precisely sixty-five degrees, another indication of intentionality. The congruencies of two 
equal lines and their precise 65-degree angle give a three-part hint. Tria sunt omnia, all good 
things come in threes. 
 
When we duplicate the upper 65-degree angle at the figure’s left collar-point in the direction 
of the edge, we find that the triangle’s two arms will meet outside the margin of the print, at 
a FIFTY-degree angle. It is an approximate 3-1/3” distance for the arms of the triangle, an 
irrational figure. This measurement confirms the intentional use of a ‘three signal’ which we 
also saw in the three-inch diameter circle and the three-inch triangle bases.  
 
The explicit structural triangles in both angle and length are the hidden star’s building 
blocks. 
 
                                               Three, Four, and Five Historically 
 
Obviously the geometric constructions followed a long Hermetic tradition of belief. The 
Three-, Four-, and Five-inch numerology in the Droeshout etching were constituents of the 
Golden Triangle, the Pythagorean Triangle. The Pythagorean or Golden Triangle’s diagonal 
area equals the combined areas of the other two arms. This phenomenon in Euclidean 
geometry and in Nature ( the Fibonacci series) bore powerful metaphoric meaning to the 
ancients: They believed that Natural Increase occurs from the combination of male, the 4”  
vertical, and female, the 3” female horizontal, to produce a new creation, the 5” diagonal.   
 
Euclid’s Theorem #47, the derivation of the Golden Triangle, was Plutarch’s metaphoric 
counterpart to the Osiris Myth, wherein the base (Isis) and the height (Osiris) created their 
son Horus, the diagonal equaling them both. The struggle of that Mystery of creativity 
between male and female, head and heart, mind and desire, are the themes of Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets 47 and 147, so numbered to honor Euclid’s Theorem #47. 
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The Peak Angle 
 
Where this history intersects with the Droeshout diagram, other than the 3-4-5 
nomenclature, is that the peak angle, when the fifth dot on the figure’s left shoulder is a 
cardinal destination, is 47-degrees. There is another corresponding 47-degree angle, the 
pedestal for the entire star formation, whose lines go through the printed letters EO and IO,  
EO is the Earl of Oxford monogram. IO is Italian for “I”, pronounced E’O. 
 
                                             Constructing the Right Star-Wing 
 
We have examined the peak and the left star-wing. The right (our left) corresponds to the 
left. The five-inch line already extends down from the center-crown to the figure’s right 
collar-tip. By measuring from the figure’s right eye-gleam, and drawing to its right collar-
tip, we find a three-inch base along its length. Extending the same sixty five-degree angles 
leftward as before creates a second 65-65-50-degree triangle with its fifty-degree apex. 
 
Thus far, these two shapes indicate star tips. The central angle serves as the figurative peak 
of that star. All that lacks is the delineation of the two lower star-wings. 
 
                                                          The Lower Star-Wings 
 
The star device is still missing the lower two triangles. The solution follows from the IO and 
EO devices on the lower lines of lettering of the title page. By running lines through IO 
(Iaggard and LONDON)  and EO (Ed. and LONDON), a forty seven-degree triangle forms, 
which apexes at the lower FOURTH button on the tunic. That is both the apex of the star’s 
pedestal and the meeting point of the two missing 3” bases that join the lower triangles to 
their respective collar-points. 
 
The FOURTH button up on the fourteen buttons is three inches from both the left and right 
collar-points. Thus, the two lower triangles can be drawn in, filling the respective three-inch 
gaps equal to the mullet’s other bases.  
 
There is a small design flaw associated with the lower points because the fourth button does 
not appear to provide a particular point to measure from. It provides a three sixteenth-inch 
diameter by which to mimic the design presented in the more precise upper triangles. 
 
The net result is a pentagram-based star formation, very much resembling the five-pointed, 
forty-degree angled star of the Vere lineage. But the Droeshout pictogram signals something 
higher than individual ancestry. It alludes with its rich 3-4-5 Golden Rectangle numbering 
pattern to immortal Increase as the achievement of a demigod-like creative soul. Individual 
literature for the first time is sanctioned with the immortality and fecundity of the ancient 
gods. 
 
The multi-layered symbols we look at in puzzlement today make for a Medieval amulet, 
using the energetics of Number and Sacred Geometry. If John Dee were alive now to have 
done this, we would call it black magic. Ipso facto it had and has a strange power. Whoever 
designed the Droeshout etching was a genius of compression. 
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For reasons best known by the principals, Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford, had been 
successfully removed from official recognition and court history as a significant figure in 
Elizabethan England. To redeem his honor, i.e., to accord with his expressed plea at the end 
of Hamlet, called for a stratagem sufficient to preserve his identity and importance into the 
far reaches of posterity. The Droeshout etching, its companion Jonson poem, and other 
features of the First Folio front matter became that stratagem. 
 
We now examine the messaging system which inhabits the surface portrait, appearing above 
its symbolical geometric structures. The visual punning system presents numerous blatant 
clues toward understanding the purpose of the etching, identifying who wrote the ensuing 
canon of plays.
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GEOMETRIC ABSTRACTION OF THE DROESHOUT PORTRAIT 
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VERE ARMS 
 
 

 
 

Geometric Secrets of the Droeshout Portrait  
in Shakespeare’s First Folio 
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The Droeshout Portrait, frontispiece of the First Folio, functions as a collection of linguistic 
and visual puns to impart the name and title of the Shakespeare plays’ author, Edward de 
Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford.  
 
The ulterior use of such puns—foreign language, typographical, numerical, and visual—is 
evident throughout the introductory materials. Historically, the title page and facing poem 
have been taken at face value and the anomalies shrugged off. Consensus belief, commercial 
promotion, and analytic neglect, perhaps intimidated by tradition, together perpetuated the 
original deception and gave it credibility by default. 
 

 
THE RUFF REVEALS ‘DE VERE’ 

 
Figure 1—Full Portrait 

 

 
All images from Yale University Press 1955 facsimile edition,  

Shakespeare First Folio 
 
For the centerpiece of the Portrait’s linguistic trickery, let us look at the ‘wire ruff’ (collar), 
of the neckless figure. On our left of the ruff are two (Fr.: deux) small embroidered spear 
points. On our right, four (Ger.: vier) full-size spear points. Obviously this is a non sequitur. 
Such an asymmetrical clothing design was and remains a joke. The artist conveyed by it 
nothing about ‘Shakespeare’ or the Stratford businessman Shakspere. Instead he challenged 
the reader with a puzzle, solved by vocalizing an approximation of the author’s name in 
French, then German, with the linked words: deux-vier, closely matching ‘de Vere’. 
 
Only someone already acquainted with the pseudonymous authorship of these works could 
read the combination number-picture, foreign-language homonymous message. 
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THE EO INSIGNIA 

 
Figure 2—Right 

 

 
 
Since an almost flippantly expressed insider’s secret was hidden in plain sight, we look for 
more in the neighborhood. On our right of the ruff there is a rectangular patch backing the 
FOUR spear points. Typographically this is a four-tined ‘E’ over ‘O’ insignia, plausibly the 
‘EO’ monogram, Earl of Oxford. The expected empty center of the ‘O’ initial seems to be 
missing from the design, until one magnifies it. There is a miniscule white ‘O’ placed 
midway near the figure’s mandible. It is the center of a three-inch circle whose radius 
touches the left eyeball, the first round button set out of place for the purpose, the spherical 
moon image between the two decorative strips of the ruff (O) and the ovoid nostril (O) with 
a triangle inside. So there are four ‘O’s instead of one. This is a microcosm of the four large 
circle device. One secret 3” circle gives us the message that again 4 (vier=Vere) O’s 
(O=Oxford) are involved with the puzzle. 
 

HO and AVERE 
 
An equally tiny ‘H’ hovers above the EO panel’s minimalist ‘O’, whispering the Italian first 
person singular verb, HO, ‘I have’, pronounced ‘O’, whose infinitive is Avere, ‘to have’. 
Just as O signals the title Earl of Oxford, Avere, ‘to have’ is a homonymous pun on the 
family surname, Vere. (“To have is to have” is the core phrase by Touchstone in As You 
Like It, establishing that he, not the imposter William, has rightful claim to Audrey the 
Muse.)  
 
We see no countering rectangular formation on the other side. But just left of the other eye, 
which implies an ‘O’, is another, second, ‘H’ suspended in the figure’s hair. The third ‘H’ is 
horizontal, between the two strips under the ruff and above the moon-like (O) sphere. 
 
Why the large but indirect ‘EO’ message on the left side of the ruff? It is the sinistra, the 
secret side. We could not ‘see’ it without the contextual knowledge by which to understand 
the maker’s intention. Simultaneously, the deux-vier message conveyed by the spear points 
evokes the surname of ‘EO’: de Vere.  
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(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 

 

 
 
These are Jonson’s and Droeshout’s central cues telling who authored the Shakespeare 
canon. They were ‘hidden’ for centuries, contrary to the First Folio’s well-spaced 
insinuations—for the first time in then contemporary knowledge—that ‘Shakespeare’ was 
the “Sweet Swan of Avon” from Stratford-upon-Avon, a phenom who inspired the 
‘moniment’ in the old church there.  
 
A Banquet of Jeasts (1630) later joked the cenotaph had been in place for THREE 
HUNDRED years. (cf., “The Title Page’s Number Language”, page 50, for the Hermetic 
use of ‘three’.) 
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FORE and HEAD 
 

Figure 3—Upper View 
 

 
 
Moving vertically from the wire ruff, the protuberant ‘O’ on the FORE (Ger.: vier=Vere) 
head is quite a deformity on the eminent Bard. In truth, the entire head and face are odd. Sir 
George Greenwood referred to the figure as a “leering hydrocephalic idiot”. 
 
By its revolting disproportion, the HEAD cannot be that of a natural person. The figure has 
no neck. It will not be representational. Cranium to chin, the figure's head measured FOUR 
inches. 
 
HEAD in Latin, the language of the educated Elizabethan, is caput. Its verb-use definition: 
to lead, originate, or author a work or plan. Heading up a plan is the common idiom under 
this meaning. The nominative definition similarly is commander, chief, originator, or 
instigator.  
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Jonson’s eulogy later in the First Folio implied the word’s nominative meaning, i.e., caput 
as auctor, originator: “To the memory of my beloved, The AVTHOR”. 
 
Here the head is neither revered leader nor even hominid, but a 1623 message, four inches 
high. 
 
What message does it convey? For one thing, the illumination on the face is pitched from 
below and forms a triangle or ‘V’ of light. The left EYE has its own circle or ‘O’ of light. 
‘O’ for Oxford and ‘V’ for Vere figure repeatedly in the Portrait’s message. 
 
The ear is atypical. There is no lobule, helix, antihelix, tragus, or antitragus: necessary 
constituents of the human ear. The earlobe has cartilage, a departure from human anatomy. 
The upcast ‘V’ of light and the EAR on the figure’s left or secret side combine to imply a 
picture-game message: V-EAR.  
 
Due to competing cross-lighting there is another little noticed V-ear: the flaring darkness 
sweeping up the nose and outward along the eyebrows, and markedly pointing, by use of the 
sharp eyebrow on our right, toward the EAR. This unification of images also implies V-
EAR. The other, rightward, eyebrow is cut off at the edge. 
 

TWO STRIPS AS SIGNALING DEUX=DE 
 

(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 
 

 
 
In either visualization, the two unevenly-sized embroidery strips under the figure’s chin may 
be interpreted as another deux signal, or ‘de’, completing the de Vere name twice.  
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THREE ‘O’s 
 

Figure 4—Two Strips 
 

 
 
 
It is worthwhile magnifying the two asymmetrical strips in order to see between them a 
horizontal H with a depth-depicted sphere underneath and to its right. This is the third, 
lower, HO, pronounced ‘O’ in Italian, used to signal (O)xford. Together the ‘H’ glyphs 
describe a triangle on the Portrait. They outline the illumination on the face, a roughly forty- 
degree span. ‘40’, a compression of ‘4’ for vier and 0 for O=Oxford. 
 

 
 

THE CREASE IS THE THIRD ‘V-SHAPE’ 
 

(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 
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A third ‘V-based’ picture message rises from the tubular, upward-swelling crease along the 
figure’s left jawline. Starting at a point below, it expands as it rises beside the jawbone to 
form a curving ‘V’. The open gap of the ‘V’ stops just below the EAR: V-EAR. What had 
been an inexplicable anatomical oddity makes sense as parlor-game levity.  
 

O AND V 
 
By the same token, the round protuberance on the skull may indicate ‘V-EAR’s’ noble 
House initial, Earl of (O)xford or reference his motto, Nothing (0) truer than truth. The ‘V’ 
below suggests Vere. This pattern will repeat on both sides of the tunic. The figure’s right V 
dips down to include the first O in LONDON. The left V is the angular tip of the collar, 
reaching down next to the incomplete O-sleeve. 
 

EYE, I, AND O 
 
A round illumination, the shape of Phoenician letter O, surrounds the EYE. Given previous 
puns, the EYE is a possible phonetic pun on the letter I. The combined message in close 
proximity would be I-O. But neither O-I nor I-O has meaning in English.  
 
However I and O form a word in Italian. IO is Italian first person singular, equivalent to 
English ‘I’. The Italian IO sounds as E-O, alluding to de Vere’s titular initials. This is not 
the only IO/EO allusion. 2) Above the EYE, at the top of the figure’s skull, is a Roman 
numeral I with a moon-phase O beside it to again indicate IO. 3) Below the EYE, the 
thicker of the two decorative strips I lies next to a moon-phase O. The three IO’s are 
therefore in direct line. 4-5) Two others occur, at the offset nose and septum, and the offset 
first button and decorative strip. 6-7) The left shoulder strip points to an IO, the nostril and 
right eye. The right shoulder strip points to set 3. IO’s multiple repetition changes its value 
from random or potential to intentional. 
 
The use of the IO pun as the Earl of Oxford’s self-identification first appeared in an early de 
Vere poem, “Sitting alone upon my thought in melancholy mood.” [Appendix II]  

 
EAR and NOSE 

 
In proposing the V-EAR picture concept above, we note a contradiction, that the EAR is an 
optical illusion. Although in the place for an ear, it tricks the eye. It is a NOSE, connected 
subtly to a white forehead, peering down into the ad hoc crease or crack on the figure's 
neck, as much to say, “Let us look behind this vulgar mask.” Lear’s Fool said, “What a man 
cannot smell out, he may spy into.”  
 

THE HIDDEN ‘I’ 
 
One can barely trace the nose-eared figure’s broad FORE-head behind a curtain of lank hair. 
His EYE is hidden—apparently under the hair. Where is his metaphoric ‘eye’, his ‘I’, his 
first person singular identity, a verbal/visual double entendre becoming so much a feature of 
this puzzle? 
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HIDDEN I=EXCLAMATION POINT 
 

Figure 5—Right View 
 

 
 
 
A careful look at the hair waves answers the question. A rather eerie black rectangle of an 
eye lies within an eclipsed shield form. Just above, there is a delicately traced dark 
parallelogram—a crest when rotated to vertical—enclosing a single white FORTY-degree 
angled exclamation point. The exclamation point is simply an upside-down lower case ‘i’ 
with the meaning: !=i=I=IO, and sounded as E’O=Earl of Oxford. It is a punned ‘I’, not the 
reasonably expected EYEball. The dot of the exclamation point is rectangular, with two 
closely aligned lines.  
 
By translating English fps ‘I’, here lowercase ‘i’, to its Italian translation ‘IO’, sounded as 
E’O, we have found another ubiquitous pun inhabiting this almost incomprehensible 
pictorial anomaly, the frontispiece of the First Folio. Foreign language wordplay, as with the 
Italian article ‘IO’, equivalent to the English ‘I’, is characteristic of the portrait’s message 
system.  
 
Why Italian? Edward de Vere was renowned as the ‘Italianate Earl’. The verbal trick of 
turning ‘I’ or ‘Ay’ into IO to symbolize EO, was a poetic self-referencing device in “Sitting 
alone upon my thought in melancholy mood”. [See Appendix II] The early echo poem was 
the precedent used by Ben Jonson for his 1623 First Folio identification contrivances as well 
as by de Vere’s contemporaries composing oblique testimonials. 
 
Jonson made ample use of the exclamation point ‘i’ to signify E’O, Earl of Oxford, a few 
pages later in his First Folio eulogy. There are four (i.e., vier=Vere) consecutive 
exclamation point ‘i’s’ (i.e., !=i=I=IO=E’O=Earl of Oxford) beginning on that tribute’s 
SEVENTEENTH line. Edward de Vere was the 17th Earl of Oxford. 
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Figure 6—Jonson Eulogy, Line 17 
 
 

 
 
Jonson’s 17th line thus conveys: I, (=EO), comma (=ungrammatical signal to de Vere’s 
Latin name Edwardus Comes Oxoniensis), thereFORE (=vier/Vere) WILL (=Shakespeare) 
begin. I (EO) now begin as WILL. It is one of the most tragic and fateful puns in all 
literature. ‘Begin’ refers back to the title language ‘The AVTHOR’, auctor, originator. 
 
Why wait until the seventeenth line to begin his eulogy? The punning devices converge 
there in answer to the question whose eulogy: the ‘I’ is an ‘EO’ signal, the use of the FOUR 
(vier) exclamation points is a cue to Vere, and the strategic employment of the seventeenth 
line implies his title.  
 
Like the Droeshout portrait, the Jonson eulogy is an intentional, complex identification 
puzzle. For example, there are seventeen words in the title, first noted by Dr. Martin Hyatt, 
seventeen characters in the subtitle and other ‘17’ features associated with important lines. 
(“Thou art a Moniment…” and “A good Poet’s made…”)  
 
Both the Portrait and the eulogy were tools of a political and historical plan by de Vere’s 
relatives and their allies. The First Folio subtexts, in combination with the Stratford 
Monument subterfuge, successfully sidetracked the ‘Shakespeare’ canon authorship to the 
dead man with a similar name, William Shakspere. Publishing the Portrait and eulogy, 
engraving the original black marble plaque, manufactured a fictive reality capable of 
outlasting generations. 
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THE SHIELD 
 

(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 
 

 
 
The clue system Jonson invented simultaneously dismissed Shakspere as any kind of author. 
The first hint is that the Droeshout wire ruff, putatively Shakspere’s, has the shape of an 
upside-down shield, dishonoring the holder’s arms. Second, the head looks decapitated. 
Why? A headless boar was Ben Jonson’s charge for Sogliardo’s (aka Shakspere’s) heraldic 
animal in the play Every Man Out Of His Humor. 
 
Jonson delivered a savage satire upon Shakspere, whom he considered ‘Shakespeare’s’ 
sordid imposter. Sordido was Sogliardo’s alter ego. 
 
Third, Jonson conceived Sogliardo’s motto “Not Without Mustard” to lampoon Shakspere’s, 
“Not Without Right”. The character’s name is a clever insult. An anagram of ‘Sogliardo’ is 
“O’s liar dog”. Fourth, the figure’s left patch of hair is a weasel’s pelt placed at a thirty-
degree angle, akin to the royal ermine’s back in the Elizabeth I ‘Ermine Portrait’, to signal 
major importance. (See Appendix IV) The weasel’s eye is indicated by a small hump near 
the apex of the triangular shape. 
 
In the same illustration that the fictitious name ‘Shakespeare’ was being bruited to history as 
the author of the First Folio, the historical person Shakspere became recorded as a brainless 
boar and laughingstock. The outsized head of ‘Shakespeare’ may copy the relative 
proportions of the boar’s head and body. 
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THE BOAR’S HEAD 
 

Figure 7—Upper View on Side 
 

 
 

Turn the engraving facsimile on its longer side to see the boar’s huge head with its own 
small EYE (I=IO=EO) symbolically obscured by the figure's sharp left eyebrow. We have 
already seen the same symbolism with the left EYE (‘I’) and its satellite ‘O’ illumination. 
 
One might argue the boar’s snout is just ‘Shakespeare’s’ wart. Wart in French is verrue. 
 
The graphic complex around the left eye consists of a wen (the boar) on the figure’s temple; 
and the vertical scar below it on the upper cheek. The cheek scar line, plus the white dot 
above it, the boar’s nose, may also be seen as an exclamation point or lowercase ‘I’. The 
exclamation point conveys !=i=I=IO=E’O.  
 
With the visualization showing that the white dot is the boar’s nose, and since ‘verres’ is 
Latin for boar, we search the House of Oxford’s heraldic charges and find—the boar. The 
saga behind the verres=Vere pun had begun centuries before. An ancestor, Robert de Vere, 
9th Earl of Oxford, had been fatally gored by a boar in 1392 at Louvain, France. De Vere’s 
father Earl John, 16th Earl of Oxford, is said to have killed one with his sword, 
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THE OX 
 

Figure 8—Lower Face 
 

 
 
As Earl of OXford, de Vere was associated also with the ox. Io the Greek goddess was 
transfigured into an ox by Zeus to help her escape Hera across the Bosporous Straits. In 
Greek, ‘bosporous’ means ox (bos/bovine) ford (porous/ford), a classically based Io=Earl of 
Ox-ford allusion completely disconnected from the IO-EO wordplay. 
 
The Droeshout figure’s lips, viewed upside down, resemble an OX’s skull and horns 
looking into the flattened ‘O’ shape of the left nostril. This, like the ear’s peering nose, is a 
cue to inquire within. As the accompanying poem warns, “Looke not on his Picture but his 
Booke”.  
 
When we actually look into the nostril, we find a non sequitur isosceles triangle, FORTY 
degrees at either side. It is hidden in plain sight. So are two equal distances from the ox’s 
head to the HO’s, one next to the right eye, the other just below the left “ear”. HO in Italian 
means “I have”. Thus the Master says, “I have my ox.” 
 
Another “IO” is formed by the displaced nostril. This is significant because no human being 
has a septum under either nostril. Punning was its primary function, combined with serving 
as an O in the 3” circle’s transit of four O’s. 
 
The nadir of the figure’s V-shaped upper lip—the top of the ox’s skull—may be used as the 
center of a circle whose outer edge touches both upper H’s, the one hovering by the figure’s 
right eye and the one hovering by its left ‘ear’. Repeating the exclamation point's ad hoc 
forty-degree angle to the parallelogram, the 'H's describe a forty-degree span over the face, 
measured from the FOURTH button. The grammatical link connecting the ‘H’ and ‘V’ 
symbols is HO, ‘I have’ in Italian. HO is the first person singular form of the Vere 
homonym, Italian infinitive avere. 
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VIER and VER 
 

 
 
 

 
Viewing the mouth right-side up, we note a white four-sided gleam on the figure’s 
otherwise darkened lower lip. Its FOUR-sided patch (i.e. vier) is immediately next to the 
accentuated ‘V’ of the upper lip septum.  
 
It has a bulging lumbricine outline, as though a worm (a wetly gleaming rectangle on its 
clitelium) were furtively crawling from right to left on the figure’s face.  
 
The worm analogy seems dubious until we look in a dictionary. The French translation of 
worm is ‘ver’. In Antony and Cleopatra, ‘worm’ repeats like a litany (Act V, Scene 2). The 
clown promises Cleopatra immortality in the form of a painless worm=ver. Allegorically 
Vere the Artist guarantees everlasting fame to Elizabeth I. 
 
‘Worm’ appears nine times, perhaps representing the immortalizing powers of the Nine 
Muses of Poetry, predating Shelley’s declaration that the poet is the unacknowledged 
legislator of the world. There could have been no ‘Gloriana’ Elizabethan reign without de 
Vere’s artistic career. There are nine medallions on de Vere's bonnet in the Welbeck 
Portrait. 
 
The entire lip formation skews toward the figure’s sinistra / secret left. Rather than being 
‘de Vere’, since Italian vero and Latin verum mean ‘true’, the figure is ‘DE-FORmed’. 
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EO and yEE-OOu 
 

Figure 9—Shoulder View 
 

 
 
A doubled abbreviation is stitched atop the left shoulder: the upside down letter ‘E’; then a 
comma or apostrophe suggesting ‘of’; then ‘O’; and finally a ‘U’ on its side.  
 
We are acquainted with E and O as abbreviating Earl of Oxford. The recumbent ‘U’ is a 
puzzle—until we enunciate it. It voices like the pronoun ‘you’. You, i.e., EE—yOOu, is yet 
another verbal trick adverting to the Earl of Oxford identity. It differs slightly from Italian 
I’O, whose accent is on the first letter and whose ‘O’ is pronounced OH. In the sps/p YOU, 
the larynx, tongue and palette form a fleeting ‘e’, then voice the vowels with a diphthong for 
EE-OO inflection. 
 
This device also appeared first in “Sitting alone upon my thought in melancholy mood”, de 
Vere’s 1580’s echo poem. [Appendix II] 
 
The ‘EO’ and ‘U’ configurations do not repeat on the other shoulder. We see an 
embroidered ‘O’ on the right inner shoulder panel. However there is a truncated ‘O’, making 
it a ‘U’, on the outer epaulet. Using the right ‘U’ as the center, a circle touches both the 
other ‘U’ on the left side and an inverted ‘U’ on the figure’s right forehead. If we visualize a 
triangle whose apex is the inverted 'U', the downward angle of the arms to the other 'U's 
approximates forty-degrees. 
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THE FORTY-DEGREE WIRE RUFF POINT 
 

(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 
 

 
 
 

Beyond the deux-vier, the ‘EO’ rectangle, and the dual/deux strips, the wire ruff contains 
two more points. The ruff’s nearer point is a ninety-degree angle. The ‘right’ side, though, is 
an exact forty-degree angle. On the premise that 4=vier=Vere and 0=O=Oxford, ‘40’ 
constitutes an explicit visual device for Vere (=4), Earl of Oxford. 
 
The contrivance of a forty-degree angle was only whispered from within the hair’s 
parallelogram, where we saw the easily overlooked exclamation point angle. The nostril’s 
forty-degree isosceles triangle was another instance. The spans defined by the 'H's and 'U's 
also approached forty-degree angles. On second sight it served to outline the seemingly 
incidental illumination pattern on the face. Now we ‘see’ a fourth, glaring, example: the 
forty-degree ruff angle on the ‘right’ side of the figure lines up with the parallelogram angle. 
The forty-degree nose triangle is midway between these two. 
 
How does ‘40’ relate to the Shakespeare plays and poetry, other than as a punning multiple 
of four=vier=Vere, the putative author? As we might expect from the work of a chevalier 
named Vere, ‘forty’ is ubiquitous in the canon, both plays and poems.  
 
For example, the second word of the second Sonnet is ‘forty’, an implanted 4-0 identity hint, 
and next to ‘forty’ is ‘winters’. Winter in French is hiver, a near homonym of ‘E Vere’. 
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It is not surprising then that the cardinal numbers ‘four’ and ‘forty’ occur so frequently in 
the Shakespeare literature if such allusions and evocations were rooted in the author’s name, 
heritage, and heraldic convictions.  
 
 

POLITICAL MYTH AND ANALYTIC REALITY 
 
One may also understand these subtle self-references as the irrepressible impulses of a 
frustrated author of noble rank who never received proper honor for his contribution to 
English history and world literature. Suffering that dishonor, he left his insignia for eternity 
to find. The word ‘honor’ appears 690 times in the Shakespeare canon. 
 
Since the ‘Shakespeare’ author attribution toward Shakspere began as an expedient 
deception—the First Folio—no biographical context by which to comprehend the author’s 
psychology could manifest anyway. A man’s life and work were stolen posthumously, and 
the fait accompli provided the counterfeit. 
 
Perhaps more significantly, the English-speaking culture, once deceived, compounded the 
error by effectively bypassing empirical truth, to settle generation upon generation for the 
weaker evidentiary state of customary truth regarding its literary exemplar. 
 

IMMACULATE DECEPTION 
 
One could ask, why has it taken so long for the Western culture to begin correcting its 
biographical error regarding him? 
 
For one thing, the diversion was cleverly executed by high Elizabethan political interests, 
Oxford’s own relatives. Institutional authority almost always outlives its mortal creators. 
After a series of wars that rendered the Elizabethan reign a retrospective Golden Age, the 
posthumous identity switch then became inculcated as de facto faux-mythology and the 
projected author elevated to a form of secular sainthood. 
 
For another reason the deception lasted, only the small secrets of life need guarding. Big 
ones take on effective reality from the human capacity for mass credulity. The analytic 
impulse conflicts with, and only with great difficulty shakes, the natural inclination of the 
human tribe to believe instead of think, to emotionally rest in Tradition’s status quo 
narrative.  
 
Hierarchical power consciously adopts mythos as a useful and binding archetype. 
Cultivating national feeling lessens the necessity to control it. The 1580’s version of Henry 
V was as valuable to Walsingham before the Spanish Armada as the later iconic play 
became to Churchill in World War II.  
 
That—following the official version of history here—the Shakespeare plays issued from an 
obscure, indeed upon investigation illiterate, countryman who superhumanly rose to become 
the Conscience of his Race, has been a convenient, durable, albeit fictitious, parable for 
political, educational, and cultural effect. 
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‘14’ 
 

(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 
 

 
 
Returning to the analytic and empirical, there are fourteen buttons on the doublet. There are 
fourteen lines in an English sonnet. Surrey, de Vere’s uncle, modified the Petrarchan sonnet. 
Then de Vere perfected it to the ‘Shakespearean’ sonnet, long before Shakspere left 
Stratford. The fourteen-button pattern first appeared on the Welbeck Portrait of the young de 
Vere.  
 
The buttons resemble EYEballs (Eye=I=IO=EO) looking left, as though to view the 
secretive identifications there. The buttons do not button the doublet because there are no 
buttonholes, only embroidery loops. 
 
Other than a sonnet allusion, the fourteen buttons may also signify the sum of two previous 
clues: four (vier) combined with 10 (IO). The Arabic numeral ‘10’ typographically 
resembles the Italian fps article IO, which in turn references EO, the Earl of Oxford’s 
initials. 
 
This 10=IO self-identifying pun first appeared as a structural feature of the early de Vere 
poem, “Sitting alone upon my thought in melancholy mood”. There were a total of ten (10) 
self-identifying lines. [Appendix II] there are likewise ten lines in the Jonson introductory 
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poem, six with ‘e’ endings and four with ‘t’ endings. Six is merely two (deux) plus four 
(vier). Four-T’s is a device to allude to 40, the numerical epithet of Vere, Earl of Oxford. 
See Appendix I for confirmation that the Vere name is embedded within a crossword puzzle 
style rectangular word-grid. 
 
Droeshout’s attribution line conceals a further ‘fourteen’-related message. There are fifteen 
letters in the first part, ‘Martin Droeshout’, but printed in such a fashion to count as 
fourteen. At first glance we think we see a looped ‘U’ in Droeshout, but the actual character 
is ‘es’. Es is second person singular YOU ARE in Latin. YOU triggers the de Vere self-
identity nomenclature.  
 
In one stroke, the deceptively inscribed 'U' reduces the name's character-count to fourteen 
and signals an intricate Latin-English pun: es=YOU are=e—oo'=EO. To ensure the cue 
registered as a contrivance, the artist isolated it from the rest of the script. 
 
After the artist’s name, there is a middle-of-the-line colon, then fourteen more letters, 
‘Sculpsit (midline dot) London’ (midline dot). As in the Sonnets dedication, the midline dot 
signals ulterior use, something more to be perceived here. 
 

‘14’ (concluded) 
 
The three contiguous instances of ‘fourteen’—two sets of fourteen characters in the artist 
attribution plus fourteen O-shaped buttons—are most meaningful as a sum. THREE 
fourteen’s are forty-two. Using the same foreign language deux-vier trick embroidered onto 
the panels of the wire ruff, we translate 4-2 into German and French, making vier 
deux=Vere de. Forty-two as a name cue will also occur in the title-page’s letters above the 
etching, and in Leonard Digges’s encomium further along in the First Folio front matter. 
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O AND V AGAIN 
 

(repeat) Figure 1—Full Portrait 
 

 
 
Adjacent to the artist attribution line is the singular cloth pattern that forms a sharp but 
truncated ‘V’. This ‘V’ does not occur on the other side of the doublet. The meeting point of 
the ‘V’ is off the picture. Project the lines downward to see that the V-nexus necessarily 
encloses the ‘O’ in LONDON, a modified ‘V-O’ cluster. 
 
The design and cut of this, the right, side of the figure’s doublet show it is the back, not the 
front of the garment. The two sides do not match. On the right side, the compressed ‘V-O’ 
(Vere-Oxford) information logically should be hidden behind the secretive left of the figure. 
To convey the true identity of the author, though, the artist has rotated the garment to 
manifest the name-and-title initials hidden behind. The pictogram thus defies front and back, 
left and right, and conveys ‘V’ with an implicit ‘O’.  
 
The panel on the opposite (figure’s left) side has a curve rather than the V-pattern. If we 
follow the curve we notice that it describes—though does not complete—a circle, or ‘O’. 
The left ruff’s white tip overlaps the panel to suggest a ‘V’ at the top of the truncated ‘O’. 
The left doublet panel completes the set of three ‘O and V’ instances anticipated on page 24.  
 
Both sides invoke letters ‘V’ and ‘O’. On the figure’s right side, ‘V’ is dominant, including 
a small ‘O’ from the word ‘London’. On the left side, ‘O’ is dominant, including the high 
‘V’ overlapping from the wire ruff. 
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THE TWENTY-DEGREE V 

 
Figure 10—Title Page 

 

 
 
Since we have called attention to the forty-degree angles of the right ruff point, the 
parallelogram’s exclamation point, the nostril triangle, and the H and U configurations 
triangulating the face, perhaps the acute vertical angle of the long V embroidery, stitched on 
the right panel of the doublet, might be intentional. But how? 
 
It is a twenty degree angle. On the surface, twenty degrees does not fulfill an identification 
purpose. 
 
Below or beyond the surface though, in de Verian poetry, we find repeated Latin puns used 
to embed self-identification. 
 
There is a possibility this odd twenty-degree angle is meaningful in terms of the life of de 
Vere, to whom Latin was a first literary language. Jonson, the contriver of the First Folio 
clue system, was just as fluent and very clever. 
 
In the Latin word for twenty, viginti, the first syllable Vi even though pronounced with a 
long ‘I’ can be construed as a possible hint to the Vere initial ‘V’. What Latin phrase puns 
on V and includes ginti? 
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The fps form of the Latin verb, genero, to beget, produce, create, does resemble ginti in the 
sentence, Genui te, I have borne, given birth to, or begot you.  
 
We are reminded of the remarkable phrase in the Shakespearean Sonnets dedication, “onlie 
begetter”. Ronsard referred to de Vere in the 1580’s as “l’auteur de la Lyre”: the 
author/begetter of Poetry.  
 
Jonson copied Ronsard’s French appellation, l’auteur, in his eulogy title: “To the memory 
of my beloved, The AVTHOR”. 
 
We have not yet accounted for I and U in the Genui-te sentence. With those letters so 
placed, the sentence cannot sound like viginti, twenty. But since ‘U’ and ‘V’ were 
interchangeable in Elizabethan printing, and fps ‘I’ in the de Verean context can lead to EO/ 
Earl of Oxford, a near-perfect, self-identifying anagram emerges.  
 
The ad hoc twenty-degree angle triggers the internal Latin name-pun to a fluent ear: 
twenty=viginti=genui-te=I, V-gen-te. I, V(ere), begot yEEOOu. Self-identity derives 
anagrammically from the Latin for the twenty degree angle, viginti, by moving the ‘I’ and 
‘U/V’. This mental sport of anagramming filled whole volumes during the Elizabethan era, 
following strict construction rules that are met here. 
 
The acute V-angle also brings to mind the heraldic ‘pile’, a stylized sharp wedge on 
chivalric crests, the term probably derived from the Latin pilum, the Roman infantryman’s 
spear or long dart. This takes on meaning for de Vere as the ‘Shake-speare’ author, since he 
twice won the Queen’s Tourney for lance. Gabriel Harvey praised him in an intellectual 
context with the words, “Thy countenance shakes a spear.” This encomium substantially 
repeats in Jonson’s eulogy: “He seems to shake a lance, /As brandish’t at the eyes of 
Ignorance.” Pallas Athena/Minerva invisibly brandished a spear. 
 
In answer to the question, did the cardinal number ‘twenty’ like ‘four’ and ‘forty’ appear 
significantly in ‘Shakespeare’, we answer it is the most repeated figure in the canon, more 
than ‘four’ or ‘forty’, themselves numerous, over a hundred instances. Knowers of the work 
would recognize the telltale twenty degree clue as Oxfordian, both textually and 
linguistically. 
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THE TITLE PAGE’S NUMBER-LANGUAGE 
 

(repeat) Figure 10—Title Page 
 

 
 
The picture puzzle’s number punning also applies to the letter and punctuation counts on the 
First Folio titles. 
 
The first line from the top is “Mr. William”, 10 letters=IO=EO.  
 
The first and second lines together=22=2+2=vier=Vere.  
 
The following three lines [“Comedies, Histories, & Tragedies.”] comprise 30 characters, 
three times 10, ‘three’ being central to the Aristotelian Hermetic axiom, tria sunt omnia, 
all [important] things come in threes. ‘0’, closely resembling ‘O’, stands near its telltale 
mate, the numeral ‘3’. In other words, ‘3’ may have been a publically undetectable flag to 
classics readers to expect clues to O(xford), ‘0=O’.  
 
We have observed three instances each of 'O and V', the de V-EAR/ vier picture language, 
and the 'H'. 'IO', 'O', and 'U' signals. Collectively they support the primacy of 'three', both as 
a shared Hermetic artifact and, for non-random cultural recognition of the actual author of 
the work, giving us extant empirical evidence of the Herberts' and Derbys' 1623 plan. 
 
The triple-check devices warned of and reinforced concealed knowledge in such contexts. 
Shared cultural cues are central to systems of ambiguous communication. The Elizabethan 
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usage of ‘3’ lasted as late as 1630, when the above referenced A Banquet of Jeasts stated the 
Stratford Monument had existed for “THREE HUNDRED years”, conveying by the cue the 
fraudulent assertions on the cenotaph.  
 
Elizabethan culture’s predilection for anagrams and puzzles seems to have vanished in the 
turbulence and strife of the English Civil Wars. The trick language vanished as well, 
strengthening Jonson’s protective counterfeit scheme. It succeeded only too well. The 
political expedient became Gospel truth.  
 
As indicated in The Winter’s Tale, de Vere felt even if all else failed the noble essence of his 
art would eventually lead future minds back to the true author. (cf., Shakespeare 
Suppressed, Katherine Chiljan, pages 230-32) It remains to be done. 
 
The FOURth grouping of letters presents a paradoxical assertion: “Published according to 
the True Originall Copies.” The line equals 42 characters, by now a noticeable vier-deux/ 
Vere-de device, signaled as significant by the otherwise unnecessary closing period. And 
42’s reverse order, 24, which translates as deux-vier/ de-Vere, begins at a strategic point: 
the first letter of the word ‘True’, equivalent to Italian, vero, and Latin, verum.  
 

‘34’ 
 

(repeat) Figure 10—Title Page 
 

 
 
Having discussed the Portrait and titles in detail, we have reached the last two lines. The 
first of these was mentioned before, i.e., ‘LONDON’, so contrived as to include its first ‘O’ 
within the nexus of the ‘V’ and unite O(xford) and V(ere). It should be noted the ‘N’s differ 
radically from the other letters. The ‘N’ is a combination calligraphic ‘I’ and flourished ‘V’. 
The upshot is a consecutive ‘O-I-V’ sequence, each letter a familiar de Vere hint and 
collectively ‘O Four’, abbreviating ‘Oxford-Vere’. 
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Notice that the last letter in Iaggard, d, is right under the V of the unique N formation, which 
creates the single explicit de Verean monogram on the frontispiece page: dV. We are cued 
to it by the inserted comma, known now as the Edwardus Comes Oxoniensis allusion. 
 
The last row of type, by the pictogram’s number-to-person identification system, must be 
consistent with the pattern. It is, since thirty-four, the total number of characters, is twice 
seventeen, inferring the 17th Earl of Oxford. The thirty-four characters are fenced by a 
concluding period. The period was not germane to either grammar or information on the 
title page. It was a signal. So is the proximity of E to O and I to O. 
 

The number ‘34’ had occurred before as a de Vere identification signal—in paragraph 34 of 
Meres’s (1598) Palladis Tamia, the first public notice that the poet ‘Shakespeare’ was a 
playwright.  
 

The paragraph communicated that Lord Oxford (listed #1) and Shakespeare (#9) were one 
person. Their 1+9=10 placements covertly confirmed the, now familiar, 10=IO=EO 
identifier. Camden and Stow-Howes also used the 10=IO trick with the same object, to list 
‘Shakespeare’ in connection with #10/IO as a publishing manqué for the Earl of Oxford. 
 
 

FRANCIS MERES, PALLADIS TAMIA: 
 

The best Poets for Comedy among the Greeks are these, (1) Menander, (2) 
Aristophanes, (3) Eupolis Atheniensis, (4) Alexis Terius, (5) Nocostratus, (6) 
Amipsias Atheniensis, (7) Anaxandrides Rhodius, (8) Aristonymus, (9) Archippus 
Atheniensis and (10) Callias Atheniensis; and among the Latins, (11) Plautus, (12) 
Terence, (13) Naeuius, (14) Sext. Turpilius, (15) Licinius Imbrex, and (16) Virgilius 
Romanus: so the best for comedy amongst us bee, (1) Edward Earle of Oxenforde, 
(2) Doctor Gager of Oxforde, (3) Master Rowley once a rare Scholar of learned 
Pembroke Hall in Cambridge, (4) Master Edwardes one of her Majesty's Chapel, (5) 
eloquent and witty John Lilly, (6) Lodge, (7) Gascoyne, (8) Greene, (9) Shakespeare, 
(10) Thomas Nashe, (11) Thomas Heywood, (12) Anthony Munday our best plotter, 
(13) Chapman, (14) Porter, (15) Wilson, (16) Hathway, and (17) Henry Chettle.  

 
By adding (1) and (9), Meres intimated Oxford and Shakespeare were one, 10=IO=EO. 
Thus the sixteen ancients would match sixteen moderns, instead of the uneven 
SEVENTEEN moderns originally presented. Parity in number was the guiding motif of 
Meres’s essay: “A Comparative Discourse of our English Poets with the Greek, Latin, and 
Italian Poets.” Only this equation had been uneven.  
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The ‘34’ number is likewise repeated with the thirty-four letters in the second line of the 
Latin inscription of the Stratford Monument, presignalled by ad hoc indenting that particular 
line. The commas and words in the line mark off consecutive letter groups of 10, 17, 22, and 
34: all de Vere-related numbers we have found in the Droeshout Portrait. 

 

 
 

‘1623’ 
 
Last on the title page’s endline is the seemingly mundane publication date, 1623, but with a 
midline dot to indicate an ulterior usage. What is that usage?  
 
 The numerals sum to twelve. There are twelve letters in Earl of Oxford and in Edward de 
Vere, which may have been the thinking behind the ‘twelve’ plays arbitrarily attributed to 
‘Shakespeare’ in Meres’s essay—when seventeen ‘Shakespearean’ plays had been out 
anonymously by 1598. The innocuously subscribed year of publication, followed by the 
nota bene midline dot, united ‘1623’s surface and symbolic meanings. The ‘1623’ sum 
conveniently suited the de Vere covert nomenclature while unobtrusively recording the date. 
It is not a definite proof, but more, an ambiguous suggestion. 
 

JONSON EULOGY—TO VERE 
 
Ben Jonson’s eulogy to ‘The AVTHOR’ continued these numbers, puns, and meanings in a 
methodology designed to subtextually declare for all future time the unnamed author behind 
the author name ‘Shakespeare’. . For details of that description and further corroborations of 
the Oxfordian clue system, see “The Factual Desert of Stanley Wells” in the wjray.net 
website, Shakespeare Papers.  
 
The clue system described in this essay contained forty-two (4-2/ vier-deux) devices 
adverting to the de Vere authorship.  
 
The third state of the engraving contained a variation to this count. It added two more 
devices: 1) two hairs separated from the left side of the figure’s head, opposite a parallel 
darkened line; and 2) two ad hoc strokes in the pupils. The net increase was eight more IO 
[IO=E’O=Earl of Oxford] glyphs to total fifty devices. Underneath a telltale “T”, a hair 
passing through the cross-hatching defined six miniscule O’s. The hair to their right, our 

http://wjray.net/shakespeare_papers/wells.htm
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left, formed the corresponding six I’s where the round white spaces occurred. The eyeball 
device combined nominal I’s with O’s, effectively formed by the pupils. 
 
Apparently after consideration or advice, the designers eschewed the previous total that had 
been based on the reverse ‘de Vere’ surname device, vier-deux, 4-2, in favor of the more 
comprehensive symbolism of 5-0, connecting Oxford to royal or higher humanity. ‘Five’ 
had royal connotations, since the monarch was believed to assume the fifth and center 
position in “the spacious Empire of the Nine.” (Dryden’s “Ode to the Memory of Mistress 
Anne Killigrew”, 1686, from Fowler, p. 113) 
 
See http://luna.folger.edu/luna/servlet/view/group/1977 for the third-state engraving 
illustration. [STC 22273 Fo.1 no.75, Digital File No. 31816] 
 
I have delayed describing the overall background structure for which the devices provided a 
covering surface. It is graphed in the preface. 
 
The background structure is a pattern of geometric angles and line-lengths that together very 
much resemble the Vere mullet, the five-pointed star for which the Vere line was famous. 
The background structure also features four circles (three of them 4” in diameter, the other 
3” in diameter). These are obvious puns on the Vere name, since vier is four in German 
cardinal nomenclature, and the circles are round and resemble O’s to symbolize Oxford. 
 
The compressed signal of the four circles, 4-O, as we have seen, is a repeated feature of the 
Droeshout engraving and indeed of the canon literature. Four O’s occur at the very end of 
Hamlet. Four O’s occur at the very beginning of Lucrece, the dedicatory matter. There are 
four O’s both at the beginning and end in of King Lear. It is plausible that Oxford’s code-
name in his stealthy correspondence with James I was “40”, the only number higher than 
James’s own, “30”. James had admired him from childhood and dedicated a poem to him. 
 
The triumph of Droeshout’s work is that he successfully employed the geometric armatures 
to depict a half-way human looking figure. I say half-way, because there is no clear Golden 
Ratio in the face, whereas there are over thirty in the human face.  
 
The major telltale hint: the head’s center-point at the inside left eye forms a circle that 
touches crown and chin. In the human face, the eye to top of forehead distance reaches the 
lower gum level. The fact that the Droeshout figure’s forehead is continuous to the cranium 
and crown makes the figure near-human without fulfilling any immediate instinct this was a 
person. 
 
Therefore no man, Niemand, got portrayed in the Droeshout Portrait. The mock-face had to 
conform to the 3”-4”-5” proportions of the Vere-like mullet and to the 4-O signal associated 
with Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford. The true author remained invisible and anonymous, but, 
I repeat, symbolically his identity is fixed on the First Folio title-page for all future time. 
 

 
 

http://luna.folger.edu/luna/servlet/view/group/1977
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APPENDIX I 
 

The Jonson Companion Puzzle to the Droeshout Portrait 
 

Is Ben Jonson's First Folio introductory poem also a puzzle? 
 

Yes it is, but of a different source from the picture and puns presented in the Portrait. The 
equidistant letter sequence system was in use in Elizabethan diplomacy and Jonson 
borrowed the system. 
 

By contriving a surface message whose vertical reading on a grid produced a secret 
message, name, or phrase, he both provided a grammatical prologue to the Shakespeare 
compendium and secretly confirmed the name embedded in the Portrait across the book's 
binding. 
 

The key to the poem's message, eliminating all possibilities but one, is the seventh letter of 
the title, To the Reader. The letter 'e' is tilted to differentiate it from the remaining type. 'E' is 
the first letter of the name Edward. It is a ten line poem with SIX ‘e’s ending their lines. 
 

Once the 286-character surface message is written on a grid of 22 by 13 squares, the reader 
is led to the meaningful seventh file, an ‘E’, beginning the name ‘E VERE’. Like the 
seventh letter ‘E’ in the title, file seven has seven ‘E’s. Six of them comprise ‘E’s for E. 
VERE twice. 
 

A reverse message starts from the last rank of the same file. Thus, the introductory poem 
and Portrait are internally consistent in declaring Edward de Vere the author of the ensuing 
work. 
 

There is a plausible message [eVer/ this is his veil] on the right surrounding the surface 
word ‘ever’, but it is not connected to the key seventh letter and must be considered 
coincidental. 
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This chart explains why Jonson’s dedication has four ‘T’s. According to this graph de Vere 
is the ‘Forth T’. The de Vere ‘T’ is upside down.  
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APPENDIX II 

 
Used by permission of the Miller family, from “Shakespeare” Identified in Edward De Vere, Seventeenth Earl 
of Oxford, and The Poems of Edward de Vere, Volume I by J. Thomas Looney, pages 560-61. 

APPENDIX III 
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MICHAEL DRAYTON’S TRIBUTE TO HENRY REYNOLDS 
(1637) LISTED NUMEROUS ADMIRED WRITERS, INCLUDING 

SHAKESPERE, NUMBER SEVENTEEN 
 
IN ORDER THESE WERE: 
 

1. Cato 
2. Virgil 
3. Elderton 
4. Chaucer 
5. Gower 
6. Surrey  
7. Wyatt 
8. Bryan 
9. Gascoigne 
10. Churchyard 
11. Spencer [sic] 
12. Sidney 
13. Lyly 
14. Warner 
15. Barlow 
16. Nashe 
17. Shakespere [sic] 
18. Daniel 
19. Jonson 
20. Chapman 
21. Sylvester 
22. Bartas 
23. Sands 
24. Alexander 
25. Drummod 
26. Beaumont 
27. Browne 
 

Shakespere is #17, corresponding to the title of Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford. 
 
In contrast to the other poets, who received encomia of six to seven lines, Shakespere 
received four. Vere, the Earl’s family surname, is homonymous to “vier”, German cardinal 
number 4. 
 

…and be it said of thee, 
Shakespere thou hadst as smooth a comicke vaine, 
Fitting the socke, and in thy naturall braine, 
As strong conception, and as cleere a rage, 
As anyone that traffiqu’d with the stage. 
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The “vier” lines were introduced by the phrase, “and be it said of thee”—a seventeen-
character expression followed by a comma. The sound “comma” resembles the middle 
feature in de Vere’s Latin honorific, Edwardus Comes Oxoniensis. 
 
After the italicized Shakespere name of ten (10) characters, the “10” visually corresponding 
to Italian fps article IO and sounding like E-O, the initials of the Earl of Oxford, there 
follow THIRTY (30) characters. The number “3” derived Hermetic meaning from the 
Aristotelian adage, tria sunt omnia, all things come in threes, a medieval signal cuing the 
adept to subtextual content. Thus “3” alerted for instance the zero (0) being like Phoenician 
symbol, O, the initial of Oxford. The total number of characters in the line is forty, a 
compression of 4 (vier/Vere) and 0 (=O). 
 
The second line has THIRTY-nine characters. The summed integers equal twelve, the 
number of letters in either Edward de Vere or the Earl of Oxford. 
 
The third line’s character-count is THIRTY-six, again THREE times the twelve sum 
previously broached as a covert signal. 
 
The fourth line reiterates the seventeen-letter clue with its THIRTY-four characters, twice 
seventeen. As in other works, especially the front matter of the First Folio, the period works 
as the coda to the implicit message. 
 

…and be it said of thee, 
Shakespere thou hadst as smooth a comicke vaine, 
Fitting the socke, and in thy naturall braine, 
As strong a conception, and as cleere a rage, 
As anyone that traffiqu’d with the stage. 

 
By use of arithmetic as a messaging device, the name and title of Edward de Vere, 17th Earl 
of (O)xford, are implied, though for all appearances the putative subject of praise is 
“Shakespere”. 
 
The word content of the language also–while seemingly superficial–communicates more 
than at first impression. In the encomium, there are three forms of “you”, (thee, thou, and 
thy), second person singular. “You” sounds as EE-yOO, again adverting to the initials of the 
Earl of Oxford.  
 
Following the word “hadst”, and remembering that “I have” in Italian is “Ho”, sounded as 
“O”, the Oxford initial, and that the Italian infinitive is “avere”, an odd phrase ensues: “as 
smooth a comicke vaine,” a total of twenty-two characters. These integers sum to four, two 
tens plus two ones. “Smooth” in Latin alludes to aequus, smooth as water. de Vere as Lord 
Great Chamberlain bore the urn of water for the monarch. “Comicke” has the same first 
syllable as part of the de Vere name in Latin: Edwardus Comes Oxoniensis. “Vein” in Latin 
is “virium”, homonymic to “Vere I am”. The proverbial poet’s raging, further in the tribute, 
is a near homonym in Latin, furiose, to Vere-EO-himself: fur-io-se. “Cleere” rhymes with 
Vere and again contains THREE instances of letter “e”. 
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…and be it said of thee, 
Shakespere thou hadst as smooth a comicke vaine, 
Fitting the socke, and in thy naturall braine, 
As strong conception, and as cleere a rage, 
As anyone that traffiqu’d with the stage. 

 
Thus the four (vier/Vere) lines are packed with allusions only a classically educated 
Elizabethan Latin speaker could access. 
 
Each line ends with an “e”, as do the last four lines of Jonson’s TEN-line introductory 
poem, “To the Reader” in the First Folio. 
 
Drayton, who came from the same region as Shakspere of Stratford, never once alluded to 
his Warwickshire neighbor. Nor did he primarily use the ten (10) listing device that 
Camden, Meres, and Stow & Howe had employed in their lists to communicate 10=IO=EO, 
Earl of Oxford and Shakespeare were one. (See Appendix, “The Factual Desert of Stanley 
Wells”) Instead he relied upon the arithmetic sign of four as an equivalent of German 
“vier”/Vere, and on seventeen as a device by which to signal and then echo 17th Earl of 
Oxford, ECO being Oxford’s Latin initials. 
 
It is notable that the writers on either side of “Shakespere”—Lyly, Nashe, Daniel, Jonson, 
Chapman—were either secretaries or admirers of de Vere. 
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APPENDIX IV 

COMPARISON of ERMINE and DROESHOUT PORTRAITS 
 
 

 
 
 

Ermine Portrait and Droeshout Portrait,  
both with 30 degree angles from the lower right hand corner 

showing the royal ermine and the black weasel 
(the figure’s left black patch of hair is a weasel pelt)  
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